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A space X is caped Ckksed if every countably compact subset of X is cIosed in X We study the 
properties ofC-closed spaces. Among other esults, it is shown that countably compact C-closed 
spaces have countable tightness and under Martin’s Axiom or 2”W 2@‘l, C-closed is equivalent to
sequential for compact HausdoriI spaces. Purthermore, every hereditarily quasi-k Hausdorff space 
is Mchet-Urysohn, which generahzes a theorem of Arhangel’slrrl in [4]. Also every hereditarily 
q-space is hereditarily ofpointwise countable type and contains an open dense first countable 
subspace. 
I AMS (MOS) Subj. Class. (1970): 54D50,54DSS, 543)30,54A25, S4P99 
c-closed sequential 
countably compact q-spaces 
quasi-k space spaces of point-countable type 
tightness Hereditary properties 
This article is divided into two sections. In Section 1, we study the properties of 
those spaces in which countably compact sets are closed and give a new charac- 
terization of sequential compact HausdorfI spaces. In Section 2, we apply the results 
of Section 1 to extend the results of [4] and [lS] to quasi-k and q-spaces. 
For every space X, we denote by d(X), the density of X and t(X), the tightness of 
X &call that t(X) is the smallest cardinal number T such that whenever A s X and 
x E:A then there is a subset B of A such that IBI s T and Ilt E 8 Aiso if A E X, *(A, X) 
is she pseudo-character of A in X and x(A, X) is the character of A in X [17]. 
* Most of the results in this paper constitute a major part of Chapters 3and 4 of the tit a&&s 
doctoral dissertation’[l6]. Current Address: Department of Mathematics, University of Petroleum and 
Minerals, Dhaharan, Saudi Arabia. 
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0.1. IbWUon. A subset A of X is called k-closed (quasi-k-closed) if for every 
compact (countably compact) subset K of X, A AK is relatively closed in K. A 
Hausdorfl! space X is called k-space (quasi-k) if every k-closed (quasi-k-closed) 
subset of X is closed in X 
0.2. w A Hausdorff (regular) space X is said to be of pointwine countable 
type (q-space) if for every x E X9 there is a compact (countably compact) subset K of 
X such that x E K and x(K, X) s oO. 
k-spaces and spaces of pointwise countable type were studied by Arhangel’skii n 
[l]. Quasi-k and q-spaces were studied by Nagata, Michael and Olson in [19-22). 
The definition of a q-space, as given in [ 191, is different from the one given above. But 
for regular spaces these two definitions are equivalent (see [19]). 
0.3. plopoattion, Every regular q-space is a quasi-k space and mery Hausdo#space 
of poirstwjse countable type is a k-space. 
A proof of the second part of this proposition isgiven in [l] (see Theorem 3.7’ of 
[l)) and the first part can be proved in a similar way. , 
0.4. Defin&~. A space X is called Seqwential [11,12] if every non-closed subset A 
of X cont.Gs a sequence converging toa point in Xw. X is called Frelchet-Urysohn 
(FU) if for every x E A, there is a sequence inA converging to x. 
FU-spaces are Sequential and sequential spaces have countable tightness and 
are k. 
We consider only is&rite spaces and all regular spaces are assumed to be T1. 
1. c-clmedspaces 
d.lS D&n&a. A space X is called! C-closed if every countably compact subset of X 
is closed in X Equivalently, X is C~los~d ifevery non-closed subset A of X contains 
a sequence x, which has no cluster- point in A. 
Our immediate goal is to see wh\ch spaces are C-closed. . 
1.2e In a large class 06 spaces, countably compact sets are compact. Among these 
spaces are, for example, all I spaces atisfying hereditarily a earacomiact- 
type of cbirering wammpactness, riretacompactness, -refinability, 
weak e-refinability, ess, meta~lirideliiffness, S&refinability, weak 
&9-refinability etc. - see [8], [26] and references contained therein), Hausdorff 
hereditarily irreducible spaces; angelic space in the sense of [24] and exact spaces in 
the sense of [6]. All of these spaces ‘are clearly C-closed. , 
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It is easy to see that the following holds: 
1.3. Propositisn. Every Hausdorff sequential space is C-closed. 
1.4. Proposition. If X is a regular space and points are Ga in X, thein X is C-closed. 
Proof. Let A be a countably compact subset of X and suppose that A is not closed in 
X. Let x E A\A and let B = A u(x). Then B is also countably compact and since 
points are Gs in B, B is first countable. Therefore, there is a sequence .wn in A such 
that x” + n. Then x, has no cluster point in A. This is a contradiction. 
It is clear from the above proof that the requirement that points be Gs in X can be 
replaced by more general requirement that every countably compact subset of X is 
sequential. We therefore have the following which generalizes 1.3 and 1.4. 
1.5. Proposition. If Xis a Hausdoflspace and every countably compact subset of Xis 
sequential, then X is C-closed. 
Note that every countably compact subset of a space X may be sequential nd X 
may still be not sequential. Such is, for example, the space of all continuous real 
valued functions on the segment [0, l] with the pointwise convergence topology (see 
ca 
I; follows easily from the definition that every subspace of C-closed space is 
C-closed. More generally, the following is true: 
1.6. Proposition. If a HausdoflSpace X admits a continuous one-to-one map into a 
C-closed space, then X is C-closed. 
Proof. Let f :X+ Y be a continuous one-to-one map, where Y is C-closed. Let A 
be a countably compact subset of X Then f(A) is countably compact subset of Y 
Since Y is C-closed, f(A) is closed in Y Therefore, f’( f (A)) = A ,is closed in X. 
The above proposition implies, in particular, that if X has a weaker topology which 
is C-closed, then X is C-closed. 
1.7. Proposition. If in a regular space X, every point has a C-closed neighborhood, 
then X is C-closed. 
Proof. Let A be a countably compact subset of X and x E A. We show that x E A. Let 
U be an open subset of X such that x E U and 1’1 is C-closed. By regularity, we 
choose an opea set V such that x E V and v s U. Since v A A is countably compact 
subset of U, it is closed in U. But n E m. Therefore x E A. This shows that A is 
closed in X 
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ls. Lam. An Fe countably compact subset of a regular space X is closed in X. 
hod, Let A 4Jz1 FI be i countably compact subset of X, where each of E- is 
doradiuXandsupposethatAisnotclosedinX.Letx~~\AandB=Au{x},Then 
B is countably compact and since A is Fe @ B, x* is GS in; B and theFe[ore, B is~first , I , , I ‘/ 
countable at x. But then there is a sequence ifl in *A convekging t& and therefore x,, 
has no duster point in A. Th@ is a contradiction. / 
L9. w If X is regular and every c&ratably compact subset of X is Fe in X, 
then xi& C*hd. 
P This follows from the above lemma. 
UO. RopoaWm If X = U& Xi, where each-of Xi is a closed, C-closed subspace of 
XonSXisreguk,thenX&C-&sed. 
Rwf. Every countably compact subset of X is FP + . 
We shall show that under Martin’s Axiom a stronger result holds. Throughout this 
aMi& MA denotes Martin’s Axiom: 
I 
l.ll.Lum~(118l). (MA)LetXbeaHaus&flspacewitht(X)~~~andx~~Xand 
supppsc &at at least one of the following ditions is satisfied: 
(a) x(x01 x) < 2-O; 
(8) X 4~ regukr, countably compact and #(x0, X)C 2”“. Then x0 is a Frkhet- 
Viisoh point in X i.e. i’fxo~ A, then there is a sequence in A converging to x0. 
A proof f the above lemma is given in [18]. By using the same reasoning as in 13, 
1.9 and 1.10 and using the above lenm& we obtain the following: 
lol2. (MA) If X ls a regular space, t(X)boo and every countably 
compact sutwt of X is the mion of fewer than 2”O eked subsets of X, then X is 
Clclose& 
LU= v. (MA) If Xis regular, ]ICW, andxisthe unioniffewerthan 2”0 
cl&& su&aces eacra of which is C-clrs:~#, then X is C-closed. 
The folkming however, follows easi&y from the definition: 
l.014. If X is the uniotz of ,111: @tally finite family of closed subspaces each 
of w&J8 b G&W& then Xis C-cloJedd: .’ 7 / * 
An important property of quasi-k IC-closed spaces is given by ;he fol!owing 
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1.15. Theorem. If X ii! a Hausdorf quasi-k (in particusrXrr countably compact or k), 
C-closed space then t(X) s 00. 
Proof. LetAzXand Y=~&BcAand~J!?l~o,). 
We have to show that A = Y. Since A &. Y G A, it is sufficient to show that Y is 
closed in jf. Assume the contrary. Then there is a countably compact subset K of X 
such that K n Y is not closed in K. Since K is C-closed, there is a sequence xn in 
K A Y with no cluster point in K n X But xm must have a cluster point, say x, in K. 
Then XG! Y. For every n, choose B,, GA such that B, is countable and x,, E &. 
Let B = Uz_, B,. Theln clearly x E I% But I!? G Y. Therefore, x E Y. This is a 
contradiction. 
Ht is important o note that the requirement in the above theorem, that X be 
quasi-k is essential, as the following example shows this: 
1.16. Example. Let Y be a discrete space of cardinality 01 and X = Y u (x}, where ~lt 
has co-countable neighborhoods. Then every countably compact subset of X is 
finite, hence closed in X Therefore, X is C-closed. But t(X) = 01. 
The following concept was defined and studied by D. V. Rantin in [ZS]. 
1.17. RefMion. A space X is called ‘C-sequential’ if for every closed subset A of X 
and for every non-isolated point x of A, there is a sequence xrr in A\(x) converging 
to x. 
1.18. Theorem. If X is a Hausdoflquasi-k (in particular countably compact or k), 
C-closed space, then X is C-sequential. 
Proof. Since every closed subset of X is quasi-k and C-closed, it is sufficient to show 
that if x is non-isolated in X, then, there is a sequence in X\(x), converging to xI 
Indeed, if n is not isolated, then X\(x) is not closed in X and therefore, there is a 
countably compact subset K of X such that K\(x) is not closed in K. Since K is 
C-closed, there is a sequence x, in K\(x) which has no cluster point in K\{x}. Then 
For sequentially compact spaces the situation is more pleasant: 
1.19. Proposition. A sequentlially compact Hausdorffspace Xis sequential ifand only 
if-it sC-clo$ted. 
Proof. The ‘only if’ part follows from Proposition 1.3. 
Assume that X is C-closed. Let A be a non-closed subset of X. Then there is a 
sequence xn in A which has no cluster point in A. Since X is sequentially compact, x,, 
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has a &sequence xnrc onverging tosome point x E X Since xnk has no cluster point 
in A, n EX\A. Thus there is a sequence in A converging to a point in X\A. 
Since every sequential Hausdorff space is C-closed, itis natural to ask if Hausdorff 
with countable tightness are necessarily C-closed. qe following examples 
show that this is not the case, even for sequentially compact or compact Hausdorff 
1.2& Eumpk. Assuming CH, an example of a sequentially compact Hausdoti 
space X is given in [13] (Example 1.2) such that X has countable tightness and is not 
sequential. In view of Proposition 1.19, such a space cannot be C-closed. 
1.21. Examp!e. Under the assumption of V = L, FedorEuk constructed in [14], a 
hereditarily separable compact Hausdorff space which has no non-trivial convergent 
sequences, Such a space obviously has countable tightness and in view of Theorem 
1.18, it cannnot be C-closed. 
Both of the above examples depend on extra set-theoretic axioms. The following 
example does not depend on any such axioms, but it enjoys fewer properties: 
1.22. ve. Let X be an arbitrary compact HausdorfI space with no non-trivial 
convergent sequences (e.g. let X =@N, the &h-Stone compactification f the 
discrete space N of integers). For every subset A of X, we define 
It can be easily seen that this defines aclosure operator on X [2]. Let X6 be ,X with 
the topology generated by this closure operator. Then Xc refines the topology of X. 
The&me, Xc is Hausdoti. For any countable subset A of X, 2=x. This shows 
that x’is countably compact and t(Xp~lo~. Since the identity map of Xc onto X is 
continuous~ r contains no non-trivial mnvergent sequezlces. Therefore, in view of 
Theorem 1.18, Xc is not C-closed (A similar space was considered in[8]). 
We shall now prove that under mrt&n set-theoretic assumptions, C-closed= 
Sequential, for compact HausdorfI spzmm! 
First a lemma: 
1.23. kmnm If Xik a countably compact C-closed space, then 1x1 s d(x)““, where 
d(X) is the density of X. 
Pmof. Let A be an arbitrary subset af XL We let exp-(A) = {B G A: iI31 G ~0). For 
every B E exp,(A), let x(B) be a clu&er point of B in X and let 
T(A) = {qB): B E expwWla 
Then clearly, IT( s IAl? Now, lett!D be adense subset of X such that IDI = d(X). 
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We let A0 = D. If cu <or and for every p <a~, we have defined Aa such that 
IAeI s d(X)“O, we let A, = uBcax AB u T (lJBea A@). Then lAPl s d(x)%. Let Y = 
U,,,, A,. Then clearly Y is countably compact and I I’( G d(~)@~. Since X is 
C-closed, Y is closed in X But D is dense in X and D c_ Y. Therefore, X = Y. Hence 
1x1 <d(x)““. 
1.24. Theorem. (2”” < 2“” or MA) A compact Hausdoflspace X is sequential if and 
only if it is C-closed. 
Proof. Clearly only the “if” part needs a proof. So let X be C-closed. In order to 
show that X is sequential, let A be a non-closed subset of X. We have to show that 
there is a sequence inA converging to a point in X\A. Since X is C-closed, there is a 
sequenceS={x,:n=1,2,.,. } in A which has no cluster point in A. Let Y = S. Then 
Y is a separable compact Hausdorff space and Y is C-closed. Therefore, by the 
preceding lemma, I YJ s 2”“. Note that Y\S is a compact Ge subset of Y. Therefore, 
for every y E Y\S, x(y, Y) = x(y, Y\S). 
If 2*O< 2”‘, then by the well known Tech-Pospisil theorem (see e.g. [9]), there is a 
y E Y\S such that x(y, Y) s 00. Therefore, there is a subsequence of S converging to 
y. Since S has no cluster point in A, y E X\A. Thus, there is a sequence in A 
converging to a point in X\A. 
Now suppose MA holds. Again by the Tech-ospisil theorem, there is a y E Y\S 
such that x(y, Y)C2 @o. Therefore, by Lemma 1 .l 1, we can get a sequence in S, 
hence in A, converging to y. By the same reason as above, y E X\A. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
Since a k-space is sequential if and only if every compact subset of it is sequential,, 
we obtain the following: 
1.25. Corollary. (2”” < 201 or MA) A Hausdor3fjk-space is sequential ifand only ifit is 
C-closed. 
It is clear from the above proof that there exists a compact Hausdorff non- 
sequential, C-closed space if and only if there is a compactification bNof the discrete 
space N of integers uch that bN is C-closed and N contains no non-trivial convergent 
sequences. 
By invoking Corollary 1.13 and Theorem 1.24, we obtain the following theorem 
which improves atheorem of Rantin in [25]: 
1.26. Theorem. (MA) If Xis a compact Hausdorffspace, t(X) s 00 and Xis the union 
of fewer than 2”O closed subspace each of which is C-closed (in particular sequential), 
then X is sequential. 
By Theorem 1.15 and the main theorem of [7], we obtain the following: 
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1.27. a8corcm, A dyadk compact Hausdorff space X is met&able if and only ifit is 
CMsed. \ 
1.28. If Xis a dyadic compact Hatido#space and it satisfies any of the 
cove&g ptope&s9 mentioned in 1.2, heteditarily (in partMat, if X is hereditarily 
wea&ly &&q@uable), then X is met&able. 
The above corollary is especially interesting inview of a result of pf. EGmov in [lo] 
(viz. Every hereditarily normal dyadic ompact Hausdorff space is metrixable). 
Lastly, we apply Theorem 1.24, and a theorem of W. Weiss in [27] to obtain the 
following: 
1.29. Theorem. (MA+ 1CH) I%e one-point compactification of a perfectly normal 
locally compact Haus&fl space is sequential. 
Broo& 7Let X be a perfectly normal locally compact Hausdorff space and let 
X* =X u {x*) be its one-point compactification. We show that X* is C-closed. Let 
A be a countably compact subset of X* and suppose that A is not closed in X*. Let 
x E &A. If x E X, then since x(x, X*) G 00, there is a sequence xn in A converging to
x. But then xn has no cluster point in A. This contradicts he fact that A is countably 
compact. Therefore, ~lt =x*. Then A GX and A is perfectly normal. Therefore, by 
the main theorem of [27], A is compact, hence closed in X*. This is a contradiction. 
Thus, X* is C-closed and by Theorem 1.24, it is sequential. 
On the other hand, by using another set-theoretic axiom @, which is consistent 
with ZFC and contradictory toMA+ 1CH, Ostaszewski constructs an example in 
[23] of a perfectly normal, countably compact, locally compact Ha&or@ space X 
which is not compact. The one-point compactification f X is obviously not C-closed 
and hence it is not sequential. We, therefore, have the following: 
1.30. Theorem. It is consistert and independent of ZFC that the one-point 
compactijkatik of a pe#ectly norma& locally compact, Hausdoflspace be sequential. 
Rti Erik Van Douwen has uuggested the following eneralization f Theorem 
1.24: 
For every uncountable cardinal T, let P(r) be the statement: If y is a collection of 
subset& of o such that 171~ 7 and 4ke intersection of any finite number of elements of y is 
infink, then there exists an infinriite subset S of o which is almost contained in every 
membet of y i.e. for every T E ‘y, S\% is finite. 
It can k easily seen that P(w, is true and by a well-known theorem of Booth (see. 
e.g. [28]), MA implies that P(2*“) is true. 
Now, by a similar argument as in Theorem 1.24, one can prove the following 
generalization: 
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I.iausdofl space is If P(T) holds and 2”OC 2: therit every C-closed compact 
seqarential. 
2. Heredbry properties 
In [4], Arhangel’skiI proved that a Hausdorff space is Frechet-U[rysohn if and only 
if it is hereditarily k. Also in [S] (with CH) and f 15) (without CH), it is proved that if X 
is a regular space which is hereditarily of pointwise countably type, then X contains 
an open dense subset, at every point of which it is fist countable. The aim of this 
section is to extend the first result o quasi-k spaces and the second result o q-spaces. 
The technique is almost he same as in [ 151. First some preliminaries: 
2.1. Definitions. A space X is called left-separated ([ 17)) if there is a well-ordering <
on X such that for every x E X, the set {y E X : x s y} is open in X, 
A family y of sets is called irreducible if no member of y is contained in the union of 
other members of ‘y. A space X is called irreducible if every open cover of X has an 
irreducible open refinement which also covers X. 
It is well-known that every irreducible countably compact space is compact. 
2.2. Lemma. Every left-separated Hausdorff space X is C-closed. 
Proof. We will show that every countably compact subset of X is compact! Since 
every subspace of a left-separated space is left-separated, bythe above remark, it is 
sufficient to show that X is irreducible. 
&Let c be a well-ordering on X such that for every x EX, the set W, = 
{y E X: x G y} is open in X and let y be an arbitrary open cover of X Let xro = mine X 
and V. = U. E y be such that x0 E Uo. Suppose that for every /3 C cy, we have chosen 
x8 E X, Us E y and an open subset Vs of X such that 
xs =min (X\ U V;I) and xB E VB G Us n a/,,. 
C 8’<8 
Then clearly, A, - { VB: /3 c a} is an irreducible open refinement of ‘y. If X\& # 0, 
let x, =min< (X\~A,). Choose U&Y such that x,~ 0” and let V, = U, n W,. ‘Then 
A a+1 =&u{ V,} is irreducible. We continue this process and let 6 be the small- 
est ordinal such that u&=X. Then he is the required irreducible refinement of Y 
The following simple lemma is well-known ([17]). 
2.3. Lemma. Every space contains a left-separated dense subspace. 
We we now ready to prove the main theorem: 
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2.4. ‘Ilrcor~m, A Hausdoflspace is FM&et-Urysohn if and only ,if it is hereditarily 
quasi-k-space. 
Wof. Since every F&space is hereditarily k, we need to prove the. converse only. 
Let X be hereditarily quasi-k Hausdorff spa&, A GX and.x:& We have:to show 
that there is a sequence in A converging to x. We may assume that x E&A. By 
Lemma 2.3, we can choose adense left-separated subset B of A.Then. Y = {x} u B is 
also left-separated and x E& Since Y is alti;iluasi-k, by Lemma 2,2 and Theorem 
1.15, t(Y) 6 06. Therefore, there is a countableBubset C cif B &h that n E & Again 
since 2 I: {x}u C-is quasi-k, there is a countably compact subset K of 2 such that 
n ~-nlK’. But K being countable is met&able and thirefore, there is a 
sequence x,, in K n C converging to x. clearly, x” lies in A. 
2.5. Cora4Iary. For a Hausdo#space X, the following are equivalent: 
(i) Xis FU. 
(ii) Xi(s heredit&rily k. 
(iii) Xi& herediMly quasi-k. 
2.6. TRmtem. A reguhzrspaceXis hereditarily of pointwise countable type if and only 
if it is hereditarily q-space. 
proof, only the “if” part needs proof. So let X be hereditarily q. It is sufficient to 
show that X is of pointwise countable type. b& x E x and (by Lemma 2.3) let Y be a 
dense left-separated &bset of X We may assume that x E Y (otherwise we can 
consider {x}u Y which is also left-separated). Since Y is a q-space, there is a 
OountabIy compact subset K of Y such that x E K and x(K, Y) G 00. Then K being a 
subspa~ of a left-separated space is left-separated. Therefore, by Lemma 2.2 (see 
the proof) K is compact. By regularity of X and the fact that Y is dense in X, 
x(K, X) .S UI,(D (see [l7]). Thus K is (the required compact set with x 1~ K and 
x(K, X) s WI,,,. 
2.7. Theo-, (rS], [15j) If a regular space X is hereditarily ofpointwise countable 
type, theB Xcontains an open dense &set at everj point of which it is first countable. 
Fur&more, if Xsatisfies the counM&? chain condition, then it is first countable. 
Since every regular q-space is a G,yasi-k space (Proposition 0.3), by Theorem 24 
2.6 and 2=7, we obtain the foliowi 
2.8. cordlpry. If a regular space A.’ is hereditarily q-space, then it is Fr&chet-Urysohn 
and it contains an open dense s&set at every *psiiit of which it is @rst ctiuittable. 
Futihemore, ifXsatis#es the coumtiitrbie chain condition, then it is fir& countable. 
Reniah. (1) Every M-space is at q-space (see [19-21)). Thus the conclusion of 
ti~ky 2.8 holds for spaces which are heireditarily M, 
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(2) Let us note the use of the concept of left-separated spaces in the above proofs 
and in [15]. Recently in a joint paper [29], I. Juhasz and J. Gerlits have generalized 
Lemma 2 of [lS] substantially and have proved several interesting results on 
left-separated compact HausdorB spaces. 
(3) Professor J. E. Vaughan has remarked that Proposition 1.4 can be extended to 
spaces in which every point is a Hausdorff-Gs (see [30]). 
(4) The referee has pointed out that the Example 1,22 is also discussed in: A. V. 
Arhangel’skii, Uspechi Math. Nauk, xXx111, Vol. 6 (1978) 29-84. 
Finally we have not been able to resolve the following: 
Problem. 1s Theorem 1.24 true in ZFC? 
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